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he work described in this report was carried out as part of the basic
research program directed toward providing an understanding of the radar
detection of agitated metals (RADAM). The report describes an experimental
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signal by a vibrating or oscillating scattering target. Although discussed
specifically in terms of equipment realization at 10 GHz, the techniques are
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the modulation introduced to be all phase modulation; measured results are
in good agreement with those calculated from a soundly-based theory. In
addition, it is shown that the modulation amplitude is independent of modulation frequency, that the phase modulation introduced is directly proportional
to the amplitude of the mechanical oscillation, and that the spectral components of the modulated signal are monotoniczlly decreasing for simple
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Measured Backscatter Modulation From
Linearly Oscillating Metal Disks

i. I.•TROUI•CTIUN

This technical report describes the results of an experim ental investigation
of the changes produced in the. backscattered electromagnetic field by a disk that
is undergoing rigid translational oscillations along its axis. A scattering target
which is experiencing such vibrational motion operates, in effect, as an external
mechanical modulator of the reflected radar beam. introducinp a spectral broadenlng with specitfic features that are determined by the form. frequency, and amnplitude of the mechanical motion.
Sscattering target which is experiencing periodic rigid translational motiOn
may be considered as a typical basic component of more complicated assemblies
such as complete truek" or tanks. Thus. although the Investi•tion was confined
to one specific scatterer for experimental eonvenience, a number of tderences
having quite general application, can be drawn from the results.
The work to be described herein was one of a sertes of laboratory studies
directed towa-d exploring the radar detection of agitated metal (RDAtAM) ph nomenon. Ear•y ivnwtigations of RADAM raised a number af questions concerning
the charaetortstici of more conventional sources af modulation of the radar cross
sectiton of complex 4eatterers such as vehicles. A knowledge of the spectral
characteri~ttea Wotweutd by poteaAWl sources of' conventional tawdu:4

(Received for p•blication 22 August 1977)
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facilitated the interpretation of the complex spectra from field measurements that
contained superimposed effects from a large variety of modulation sources.
The measurements were carried out at 10 Gliz using a CW backscatter equipment that was modified to permit a determination of the type of modulation introduced and separate investigations of spectra due to phase and amplitude modulations. The experiment was instrumented to permit simultaneous observation of
the mechanical motion and its spectrum, as well as the resulting electromagnetic
effects. The scattering target was mounted on a low force vibration calibrator
whose frequency and displacement could be accurately controlled. The vibration
calibrator, together with its target, was mounted on a rigid tripod; the assembly
was covered with radar-absorbing material and placed in a microwave anechoic
chamber to simulate free-space conditions.
The scattering target was a 5-3/4 in. diam disk of 1/8 in. thick aluminum.
In terms of the wavelength, it was 0. 106 X In thickness and 4. 873 X'in diameter,
corresponding to ka 15.309, where k 2w/) and a is its radius.

2. FQIH'IPMEIT' AND \IEIIKIIEET IIWCKDI5ES
A conventional IO-GHz CW backscatter equipment formed the basis of the
measuring equipment. Modifications included the use of separate antennas for
transmitting and receiving, and the provision of separate channels for examining
the spectral characteristics due to amplitude modulation and those due to phase
or frequency modulation. A block diagram of the final form of the equipment is
given in Figure 1.
As shown in Figure 1, the equipment was divided into five section.s: (11 a
transmitting section, (2) a receiving section through the hybrid tee, (3) a section
responding only to phase modulation, (4) a section responding only to amplitude
modulation, and (5) a section indicating the total modulktion waveform and spectrum, regardless of the type of modulation. The flith section was basically a
homodyne receiver operating at 30 MHz; its output approximates most closely the
output from typical homodyne radars used for full-scale field measurements.
The transmitter consisted of a Varian X-13 klystron with a I. P. Model 716B
Klystron Power Supply. phase stabilized by a FEL Model 133-A Phrse Lock
Synchronizer. Typical output through a high-directivity uniline wai 500 to 750 MW.
The uniline helped iWstabilizing output of the X-13 tube by largely isolating it from
adjustments or mismatches at the antouaA. or in the phae comparison iections of
I.

Mack, R.H.. Wojeicki. A.W., and Andriotakti, J.J. (1973) An Impleatentation
of Conventional Methods of Meaaurtng the Amelitude and Ptie,
Fields. Al-CRI -TH-T3
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were removed by feeding the 30-MHz signal from the receiver through a phasestable limiting amplifier. Finally, phase information was extracted by feeding
the pure 30-MHz reference signal and the 30-MH1
amplitude-limited signal cot.taining target inforwation to an H. P. Model 10534,A Mixer/Phase Detector.
;. order to -)btain an output showing amplitude modulation independent of phase
midulition or 'requency modulation, advantage was taken of the wide frequency
differences belwt - a 45 MHz I-f and typical modulation frequencies of the order
of' trnm j'. hr Adreds of cycles, and of the inability of an uicilloscope to resolve
simuianeously retti the modulation frequency tnd the i-f freqi-ncy. High r-f
sensitivity was obtaited by fieding approximately one-half of the received signal
through a kcientific Attainta (SA) Model 13A waveguide mixer to an SA Model 1750
Wide flange Phase/Amplitude Rleceiving System. The sigtal was then extracted
from the receiver at the 45 MHz '.-f stage and routed through a 45 MHz i-f amplifier
to the oscilloscope, audio spectrum analyzer, or other instrument for analysis.
Various spectrum anrlyzers used for analysis of both amplitude and phase included
TeTitronix Model I115 plug-in adaptor in Tektronix Model 581 oscilloscopes, as

well as an Hi. P., Model 3580A Spectrumt Analyzer.
Analyzer was also used.

J

An 11. P. Model 302A Wave

This was particularly useful at the lowest modulation

frequencies since the Modet I15 had a lower frequency limit of about 20 liz,
whereas the Model 302A performed well down to I 1.
With no amplitude modulation, the oscilloscope display from the amplitude
section was simply a filled space between straight top and bottom lines.

Amplitude

modulation at the low audio rates appeared as a E:alloping of the top and bottom
lines. The percentage of aanplitude modulation pr -,tent in the unknown scattering
signal was determined by sueeeAsively dis•playing the scattering signal and one at

1:

45 MHz from a H. P. Model 8640,3 Freuency Synthesizer fed through the 45-Mliz
i-f amplifier to the osellloscope. The talibrated percentage of amplitude modulatife of the latter igjtXul was adjusted to produce the same display as that of the
unknowa and the percentage of modulation read from the Model 8840D Frequency

Synthesizer.

Amplitude votdulatlogi 4As small as 1/2 perce--

or teas Iould readily

be observed.
When the entire modulation speetrum was desired, regardless of the kind of
modulatiao. the 30-MUz scattered signal was mixed without amplitude limitaig or
other prior eai-tttoa•hg with the 30-M1P refereee signal. Depeading on its
amplitude. the output from the ftxer w4as either dtsupyed 0 the
Odestred sigcal

"analyzer

directly, or amllified a&d diAplayed.
In order to redtuce spillaver WW letage eoutping to levels suffbcieftly tAlow

the signl levels from the catteritng targets for .eltable meaesuremets, tunn•e
aentia
Q it. 4iat
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reflector and teed assemblies were placed inside cylinders formed by 8-in. diam
stovepipe lined with AN/75 absorber (Figure 2). The rear of the cylinders was
electrically chised with aluminum toil and conducting tape, seal*d to both the tube
and the waveguide feed. The best distance of the reflector from the raditing aperture of the tunnel was determined experimentally and found to be about 3-1/2 in.
'or the combinations of interest here. The best distance was taken to be the orne
gave greatest
S•that reduction of frt-out sidelobes without reducin the antenna F.,gan
•.•.•

and broadening the m~ain beam. This location resulted in hall power beam wi,4sha
of about 140 and highest 4idelobes; of about *17 dB) for the combmlni'ons listed
above. The use of the tunnel reduced antenna lobes and spillover by 1$ to 5 -s
over all anguar regions beyond *368tn of the

beam.
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to minimize their interference.

The vibrator was covered with microwave

absorber and its tripod mount shielded by a panel of absorber to reduce this source
of interfering reflections; the entire assembly was located in a microwave anechoic
chamber to approximate free-space measuring conditions.

With this arrangement,

displacement amplitudes could be controlled to approximately ±0. 002 in., or
±0. 60, of phase and vibration frequencies to a few hertz.
The vibrator with a scattering disk mounted, its power supply, the Wavetek
function generator, and the General Radio Vibration Meter are shown in Figure 3.
When measurements were being made, only the vibrator and its n ount were in the
chamber.

Figure 4 shows the vibrator and scattering disk along with the tunnel

antennas used for transmitting and receiving. The transmitting and receiving systems are located in a separate room behind the antennas, -:sshown in Figure 5;
also in Figure 5, the X-13 transmitting tube is located behind the shield of the
receiving screen of the oscilloscope; the SA Receiver is not shown.
A typical output from the phase detector is shown in Figure 6. Here, the
phase of one signal was held constant whereas the phase of the other was changed
in discrete steps by means of an HP Model X885-A waveguide phase shifter.
each setting, the relative d-c output level was read on an oscilloscope.
seen from Figure 6, the central portion of the response curve is linear.

For

As can be
Phase

data were taken on this portion of the curve by adjusting the waveguide phase
shifter until the maximum deviations of the phase waveform fell successively on
the central horizontal line of the oscilloscope display; the phase was then determined from the difference in readings of the phase shifter for the two adjustments.
Examples of the output from the amplitude modulation section of the receiving
system are shown in Figure 7. The oscilloscope time domain displays resulted
from a 45-MHz signal from the Model 8640B signal generator being fed through
the .- f section of the equipment with known amounts of amplitude modulation.

From

Figure 7(b) it is clear that amplitude modulations of 1 percent or less could easily
be detected.
As long as total phase excursions were restricted to the linear portion of the
phase detector, the output waveform of the phase analysis section of the receiver
followed that of the motion. For example, the bottom curve of Figure 8 shows an
oscilloscope trace (amplitude vs time) of the ou•,ut of the mechanical vibration
pickup and vibration meter.

In this particular example, the disk was moving with

a sinusoidal motion at a rrequency of 20 Hz with a maximum displacement of
3/4, where k = 27T) and d is the peak-to-peak displacement. The curve at
the top of Figure 8 is a corresp, -xding oscilloscope trace of the output of the phase
kd

=

detector for the same motion of the disk, showing the waveform of the motion to be
faithfully reproduced by the scattered radar signal.
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Figure 3. The Vibrator, Scattering Disk, Driving Sources, and
Vibration Meter

F igure 4.

Vibrator.

Wi~k, and Tunnel Ant, in.,

Figure 5.

Transmitting and Receiving Equipment
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The design of the vibrator tended to force a sinusoidal motion response
regardless of the driving waveform.

Figure 9 shows the results of an attempt to

drive the disk with a triangular waveform.

Again, the displacement was kd = 3/4,

but the frequency was reduced to 5 Hz, in order to permit longer motion response
times.
The bottom curve of Figure 9 shows the driving waveform from the Wavetek
function generator. Figure 9(b) is the output of the vibration pickup, showing the
actual form of the motion being executed by the disk. Finally, Figure 9(a) shows
the output of the phase detector.

As can be seen, this curve closely follows the

distorted sinewave of the actual motion, but the motion does not closely follow the
driving function.
Conventional backscatter-RCS and phase patterns are given in Figure 10(a)
and (b), respectively. Some asymmetry is evident in the RCS pattern of Figure 10(a) but it is much more c)early displayed in the phase pattern of Figure 10(b).
This was traced to the GR Model 1560-P2 vibration pickup mounted near one edge
of the disk that directly contributed to the scattered field, beginning at angles near
100 for CW rotations.
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Figure 10.

(a) Backscattered RCS of Disk.

(b) Backscattered Phase of Disk

Since the disk was mounted 5. 75 in. forward of the center of rotation of the
mount, a correction has been provided in the phase measurements to compensate
for the motion of the disk away from the antenmas, ae it was rotated.

The correc-

tion was calculated from

j.

6

corr ="20 /!)

75 tn. (I

(1)
-cos

e)

13)

where
Wlithe azimuth angle of rotation. X the wavelength. and I li the amount of
movement from the normal orientation.
The results as ihown in Figure 10 were obtained from point-by-point measiu~rements usingl the Scientific Atlantla Model 17W• and Amplitutu
Receiver in itN eo.-t
Ventid oeprational mode.

3. MEASURED MODULATION PROPERTIES
This section contains the results of several measurements designed to illustrate specific properties of the modulations introduced by linear translational
oscillations of the scattering targets. In particular, it will be shown (a) that the
modulation introduced by such motfon is phase modulation; (b) that the modulation
amplitude is independent of the modulation frequency; (c) that the phase modulation
introduced is directly proportional to the amplitude of the mechanical oscillation;
(d) that the spectral components of the modulated signal are monotonically decreasing for simple sinusoidal motion; and (e) that the measured results are in good
agreement with corresponding results calculated from a soundly-based theoretical
model.

In addition, it will be shown that the amplitude of the spectral components

exhibits a high degree of aspect invariance when measured with the system
described in Section 2.
Figure 11 shows the output of the separate receiver sections that were designed
to respond only to amplitude modulation or to phase modulation. Parts (a), (b),
and (c) are results for peak-to-peak vibrational amplitudes of 0.071 inch, 0. 155
inch, and 0.310 inch, corresponding to X/16, X/8, and X/4 respectively. Because
of the two-way path of the scattered signal, these vibrational amplitudes result in
phase changes of 450, 900, and 1800, respectively. Each trace in the figure is a
conventional amplitude versus time display. The top trace of each set is the output of the amplitude-sensitive section; the Lottom trace, the output of the phasesensitive section; and the middle trace, the output from the amplitude-sensitive
section with a calibrated input to determine .he degree of amplitude modulation.
as discussed in Section 2.
Figure 11(a), (b), and (c) clearly show that the vibrating target introduces
predominantly phase modulation; there is no measurable amplitude modulation for
vibrational amplitudes that produce up to 450 phase modulation. Ninety degrees
of phase modulation. Figure 1 1(b), is accompanied by approximately 1/2 percent
amplitude modulation, whereas 180 of phase modulation. Figure 11(c), is accompanied by approximately 4 percent amplitude modulation.
For these measurements, the disk was located approximately 90 in. from the
transmitting and receiving antennas. The physical displacements of the disk of
0.310 inch required to produce phase changes of 100° would result in power changes
and hence amplitude modulations of 1. 4 perceut due to the I/R44 power variation.
If the target were not perfectly aligned within the beam areas, these changes due
to motion of the target would be larger, with correspondingly greater amplitude
modulations observed. Hence. it may be concluded that rigid translational vibrations of distant targets introduce phase modulation.

IIs
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(b)
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Figure 12 shows the amount of phase modulation introduced to be independent
or the vibrational frequency.

The displays of Figure 12 are amplitude versus time,

showing the varying d-c output of the phase detector; differing amplitudes represent differing total phase excursions.

The amplitude is constant for the three

different vibrational frequencies shown; additional measurements confirmed this
behavior over a much wider range of frequencies.

60 M

z
"-n
m
m

40 2
m

20

Figure 12. Phase Modulation from Constant Dis placement Amplitude, Differing Vibration Frequencies (Amplitude vs time display, peak-to-peak
displacement = 0. 025 inch)

Figure 13 shows the amount of phase modulation introduced to be directly proportional to the amplitude of the mechanical vibration. Here, measured phase
modulation is plotted against measured peak-to-peak displacemients of the disk fr-r
displacements from 0. 002 inch to 0. 20 inch.

Displacemont amplitudes were

measured using the General Radio Model 1553A vibration meter.

The amount c!
phase modulation was determined by adjusting an HP precision variable phase
shifter in the reference phase line to align successively the top and bottom or tUlf
sinusoidal trace vith the center line of the graticule of the oscilloscope,

and then

subtracting the phase shifter readings corresponding to the tw,• display positions.
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The ealeulated line of Figure 13 was deotermned from the simple assunmpton
that the phase *ift
dtbk.

tro•teo ed is directly proportional to the displacement of the

Thus.

where 1) is tkh pek-to-peak displacement ad X is the wavetengh. equt! to 1. 18 n.
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Typical examples of the modulation spectra resulting from simple sinusoidal
oacillation of the scatterer are given in Figure 14 for displacement a.,plitudes of
kd t I and kd n 2, where k - 21/A and d is the peak-to-peak displacement.

In

part (a) of Figure 14 the modulation rrequenzy was 25 Hz and the first four maxima correspond to the fundamental and first three harmonics of the modulation
frequency; the remaining maxima are due to spurious signals.

In Figure 14(b) the

modulation frequency was reduced to 5 11z in order to obtain the larger required
displacement corresponding to kd - 2 without exceeding the acceleration capabilities of the shaker. Here the first five maxima are the modulation fundamental and
its first four harmonics; the remaining maxima are due to spurious signals.
Relative amplitudes of the spectral components shown in Figure 14 are in good
agreement with corresponding theoretical results calculated by Kleinman.
The results of
-iore detailed set of measurements crrried out to provide a
comparison with theoretical results calculated by Kleinman are shown compared to
corresponding calculated results in Figure 15, where calculated results are represented by solid lines and measured points are represented by dots and circles.

The

line labeled 0 represents the relative p, wer of the radio frequency carrier; it no
modulation were introduced this would I e always I. or 0 dB in the graph.

The

line labeled 1 represents the relative power level of the fundamental modulation
frequency, and successively numbered lines represent in order the harmonics of
the modulation frequency.

Thus, the line labeled 4 is the third harmonic of the

modulation frequency.
20 Hz.

For the measurements, the modulation frequency was
A vrtical cut through the graph at a given value of kd gives the relative

spectral levels corresponding to that vtbrational amplitude; for example, a vertical
alt at kd 4 1 lives the relative speetral levels of Figure 14(a).
The measured paints fori an tudependent set. amd they have been normalized
to the theoretical reaults only at kd z I on the N
I curve. Generally. agreement
between calculated and measured point* i

very good. with some deterioration at

tOW "oer power levels.

""tw-
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of Figure IS were obtaiwned using an It. P. Motel 302$

Wave Analyzer that pr-td
t 4o a•eurate 4mpllttu.e comp4atin oCf the different
harmonteA.
For high aecuraey. it Ili partic'•darly im*portwa
to ealtbrate the phase€
detector and to adjust Qarettlly the relative pbase bf the unniodua•te r-? saettered
wan4 re0foereett,.ag-so tat pro*P-r...response i. etated for

3). Kletaxýaa.
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